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Abstract 
Computational biology scientific software projects are continuously growing and the 

volume and the task of analyzing, designing, implementing, testing, and maintaining 
these projects to ensure high-quality software products are only getting harder and more 
complicated. Conventional software development methodologies are not sufficient in 
ensuring that scientific software is error-free or up to the standard or comparable to the 
software designed in the industry. For this reason, it is important to investigate projects 
that utilized the best software engineering practices during their development and find 
and understand the problems that arise during the development of those projects. Such 
understanding will serve as the first step in the process of developing high-quality 
software products and will enable us to design and propose solutions to the problems that 
commonly occur during the development of such projects. In this paper, we will discuss 
different studies that applied software engineering practices and approaches in their 
computational biology projects. The challenges they encountered and the benefits they 
gained from employing software engineering quality assurance and testing techniques. In 
addition, we will demonstrate some of our own experiences when designing, developing, 
and testing computational biology projects within academic settings. We will also 
present, based on our experience, some solutions, methodologies, and practices that when 
adopted will benefit the scientific computational biology software community throughout 
the process of designing and testing the software. 
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1 Introduction 
The advancement of next-generation sequencing, microarrays, and other aspects of technologies 

within molecular biology has had a major effect on the computational field in both industry and 
academia. If we take a closer look at the recent development in sequencing technologies, we notice a 
huge jump in the volume and size of data which increased the complexity of dealing with its various 
features. The consequence of these changes indicates that we should find new ways to extract important 
and useful information out of these massive volumes of data. Trying to control these trends and shifts 
in the past and now is tantamount to trying to control the flow of water in a small waterpipe compared 
to a waterfall. The size of data that is produced on an annual basis is growing at an exponential rate. 
Most of the software systems available to deal with these data are barely able to keep up with the task 
of processing all this information [7, 13, 16]. Yet extracting the most useful information from these 
large volumes of data in an efficient manner might seem like a far-fetched end to achieve. 

 
The large availability of data requires a paradigm shift in the way we think and process the data. 

Small software systems designed in labs, or a small script written in Perl by a student would not be able 
to manage such large datasets. The integration of efficient methodologies for data processing and 
retrieval of large amounts of data within these tools is a major problem in computational biology and 
in bioinformatics [6, 7]. Data integration will allow for better management and facilitate the system's 
ability to store and retrieve data in addition to interacting with outside sources within the same field [8]. 

 
To cope with such a large amount of data, the development of large biological-oriented software 

systems (LBOSS) is a must. Developing LBOSS systems comes with a lot of challenges and finding 
solutions to such problems has been delayed for several reasons. One major reason that has not been 
addressed until recently is the employment of software engineering techniques in the development of 
scientific projects, especially in biological-related fields. This view coincides with the study in [12] 
which showed that software engineering is rarely adopted in computational biology projects. This is 
because these systems were developed in small labs or written by a student in an academic setting to 
handle a very specific task, especially software that was developed to cope with a large amount of data 
and lacks any involvement of software engineering techniques and approaches. 

 
The tests that are usually applied to those projects are not enough to verify and validate that the code 

works as it should. A very common example is the bugs and errors that can be easily detected when 
browsing through some of the major websites that were developed originally as part of a research project 
within academia. These errors should have been detected early in the software process if proper testing 
methodologies were applied to verify the accuracy of the integration between the software and its data 
before the site was launched. Some studies reviewed software testing methods and their usage in the 
bioinformatics field [14] but without comparing the effectiveness of these methods. 

 
In this paper, we will address the challenges software developers face during working on 

computational biology projects within an academic setting and the different steps required to ensure 
that those software projects are on par with the software quality level produced by their counterparts in 
an industrial setting. We will review some studies that employed software engineering practices in their 
projects. We will also present based on our experience solutions to the challenges that we discussed. 
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2 Computational Biology Projects that applied Software 
Engineering Practices 

In this section, we will present three papers that took advantage of software engineering practices 
in developing their computational biology software. The first paper we present dealt with the chaste 
(Cancer Heart and Soft Tissue Environment) project [1] which used the agile approach in the 
development of their project. The authors found that when agile approaches were used in scientific 
projects new properties emerged to the surface that was not there before. These properties represent 
some of the challenges faced by developers when trying to employ software engineering practices in 
scientific programming. For example, a test oracle should be well defined before the test, in a normal 
business setting, but are not always predefined, when it comes to scientific settings. This problem was 
handled through the use of small unit tests as well as utilizing test-driven development and acceptance 
test, adding to that the frequent refactoring throughout the whole software development.  

 
The authors argue that unit testing in a scientific setting is more difficult than its counterparts in an 

industrial setting. They stated that programs can be in one of these three categories numerical 
algorithms, structures, or models. The programs based on models are the most difficult to test because 
of the limited types of tests that can be performed on those programs. The problem was dealt with by 
carrying out heavier tests covering a wider range of components, in addition to testing the final model 
of the whole system. 

 
The second paper discusses the employment of software engineering approaches in multiple 

scientific projects [2]. It shows the benefits of involving new and improved practices like quality 
assurance and testing at six biomedical organizations of various types and with different applications. 
A strong aspect of the results in this paper is the diversity in team structures that was a consequence of 
the different types of organizations, commercial, academic, and government involved in these projects. 

 
The projects targeted a wide range of users and had teams of different sizes. The teams also had 

experience with a set of various approaches. Such a variation in the context among the projects provided 
the authors with the ability to compare the results achieved when agile practices were used. One 
important aspect that the agile practices brought to the table was allowing close communication between 
the developers and the biologists which solved the communication problem. 

 
Communication between teams was common in all six projects, even though these projects applied 

different approaches and practices of software engineering. They all emphasized the importance of 
incorporating testing and quality assurance practices such as automated unit testing, continuous 
integration, and refactoring throughout the development process. Incorporating such testing techniques 
while using agile methods allowed for continuous change in the projects while preserving and 
maintaining software quality. The issue of communication between team members will be discussed in 
detail in the next section. 

 
The third paper describes the process of integrating software engineering testing and quality 

assurance practices on an ongoing computational biology project using agile development techniques 
[3]. In this project, an incremental approach combining Extreme Programming [10] and Scrum [11] 
was used. Software engineering practices such as automated builds and configuration management 
facilitated the development process and reduced the time needed to integrate and demonstrate the code. 
They wrote automated tests using JUnit and during integration used MaxQ for their system tests. 
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Refactoring, continuous integration and code reviews were all integrated into the process. Some of 
the challenges faced during the process were related to the problem of database synchronization which 
occurs whenever there are changes to be made to the test data. In addition to that, the User Interface 
was perceived as hard to test because of the different number of software programs used in the UI layer. 

3 Challenges that Face Software Engineering in Computational 
Biology 

The significance of developing accurate scientific software is growing rapidly within different 
disciplines, especially in fields like computational biology. The implication of verifying and validating 
the correctness of the results provided by these software programs is of the utmost importance. 
Incorporating software engineering testing and quality assurance techniques is still relatively new in the 
development of computational biology projects for the following reasons. 

 
Some computational biology developers come from a biological background rather than a computer 

science one and as a result, lack knowledge about the software engineering best practices and the 
different scenarios where they can be applied accurately [15]. The other reason is attributed to the 
exploratory nature of scientific projects. Researchers in a scientific environment prefer getting a piece 
of software working to produce fast results so they can explore new paths that might lead to newer 
insights. Because of this nature scientists spend more time developing software that produces fast results 
rather than spending the time producing a program that follows software engineering best practices 
which could have saved them a lot of future development time and would have led to more accurate 
results.  

 
The importance of software engineering testing and quality assurance practices within scientific 

programming can be seen clearly when developing computational biology projects. These projects 
usually involve some sort of string manipulation, the string could be DNA, RNA, or a protein. What 
really matters is the meaning behind such a string. From a programmer’s point of view, a string of 
random characters has no practical meaning unlike a number representing certain values or any sort of 
output related to other sciences. 

 
The problem of undefined test oracle is one of the most known problems that are faced in scientific 

computing. In a normal project when a user inserts an input into a program, he expects to get a certain 
output, based on such output the user decides whether the program is performing correctly. Such tests 
are not always applicable to scientific programming especially when we consider certain bio-fields like 
bioinformatics and computational biology [4]. This is important because it makes the use of automated 
test oracle classes [5] unknown in advance. Meaning that the programmer does not know in advance 
what the expected output is and that makes it harder for him to design test cases that suit the project. 
Designing test cases for scientific software that have nondeterministic behaviors can be supported using 
machine learning and deep neural network algorithms [5, 25]. This can be of help in cases where 
designing test oracles is a difficult task. 

 
Another problem that we face in scientific computing, especially in computational biology projects 

is the processing of information from large Databases through extracting, comparing, or manipulating 
the data. Not only that but the process of testing those numerous cases is time-consuming especially 
since we always need to verify the correctness of the data after each step of any procedure that involves 
data processing. For example, computational biology projects that are concerned with finding certain 
string patterns and comparing them with each other can be one of the most difficult tasks to verify or 
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validate the accuracy of such patterns. Since one shift in a single character, during the process of reading 
or extracting a specific sequence, will change the whole meaning of the extracted sequence and will 
eventually, affect the whole comparison procedure and any conclusions reached based on that data. In 
addition to the aforementioned reasons, it is also hard to enumerate all of these tests or at least verify a 
minimum threshold for a certain number of tests that need to be executed in order to cover the most 
essential test cases needed to verify that the code is working properly. 

 
One of the major challenges researchers face in scientific programming is the communication 

problem. Such a problem occurs due to the diverse backgrounds that each group member possesses. 
Computational biology projects require collaborations between biologists who have deep specialized 
knowledge in their field and computer scientist who understand how the inner mechanics of software 
programs are built and tested. It's due to this alliance between those fields that allow us to build software 
that serves the needs of biologists and the scientific community in general. 

 
The problem occurs when computer scientists and biologists work together, they start finding that 

their understanding of certain terms used in both fields varies greatly. A worse scenario appears when 
such miscommunication is not detected early in the process. The solution to such a problem requires 
close communication between team members with different backgrounds on a daily basis where team 
members can sit together and observe the inner workings of another team member an approach that 
resembles pair programming in the agile development process, we discussed this approach in detail in 
[9] along with case studies that support using agile approaches in planning computational biology 
projects. 

 
Test coverage is one of the main problems facing developers in computational biology projects. 

When designing scientific projects, it is important to cover the maximum number of cases possible. The 
problem that we are facing is that there are many cases in which testing them will take too long. In 
addition, one of the main characteristics of scientific projects is the lack of time because we need to 
produce results and then check the validity and significance of these results. Due to the time constraints 
and the large number of tests required, we believe that designing computational biology projects for 
scientific purposes should take a different route than the current way these projects are currently 
handled. 

 
The coverage of the tests is a major problem in computational biology projects. The reason for that 

depends on the target customer that is benefiting from the software. Most computational biology 
software is designed to target a certain audience or to fulfill a specific task. This is especially true when 
designing a program with specific requirements without any consideration for changes in the future. 
The program will face many problems as it becomes available for public use or reused by another party 
or institution. 

 
These types of problems occur since the program was tested only using certain specific and very 

stringent requirements. When the input of the program is modified, despite the change being a little and 
even if it maintains the general specifications required by the original developer. The program will not 
work as expected and will not result in the desired output and in many cases, it might even crash. 

 
The challenges of software development in an academic setting can be viewed through the different 

purposes it serves in comparison to commercial or industrial software. In scientific software, the 
software is written by researchers for the purpose of exploring new scientific knowledge with scientific 
publications as the end result. This means that the main goal is to publish a new software with little or 
no emphasis on maintenance or updating the tools a common example can be seen in miRNA target 
prediction tools [24]. The main source of documentation for scientific software is usually the paper or 
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resources associated with the publications. In addition to that, there is a hidden assumption that the 
users of the software are end-users who are interested in that specific scientific field and are experts in 
their domain and should know how to use the tool [16]. This in fact could be the biggest contributor to 
getting wrong results through misusing the software or assuming that the software is going to give the 
right results without checking the current implementation and testing the software in every single 
possible way to cover as many cases as possible [13]. 

4 Challenges and Solutions from Our Experience 
Nearly all the papers that described the involvement of software engineering in computational 

biology projects emphasize the importance of testing, verification, and validation, of the code beyond 
the normal setting used in standard software engineering projects. The reason for such emphasis lies in 
the fact that when we are dealing with scientific projects a small error could lead to drastic changes in 
the results. 

 
Scientific research is all about results and proving that those results are reliable so the researcher 

can build hypotheses, models, and theories based on that. For such reason accuracy of the data is 
important within scientific programming projects. To facilitate the process of verifying and validating 
that our programs work correctly and reflect what the customer is expecting. We designed several small 
programs that are connected to each other where the output of one program acts as an input to the next 
program we adopted this approach while working on the following projects [17-22,26], such an 
approach will reduce or limit the number of tests required by the program itself. 

 
One might suggest that this approach is like unit testing where small components of the program 

are tested individually before the whole program undergoes release testing. This approach is by far 
different in several ways and provides added benefits, especially to computational biology scientific 
projects. It provides scientists with releases much faster that are fully tested and an output that can be 
analyzed by researchers until other results are provided by the other programs. 

 
This approach also simplifies testing in general and saves execution time. The reason for that can 

be simply demonstrated if you have a program that needs 3 hours to run, and you need to run 100 tests 
to ensure that the program is running correctly which is around 300 hours of execution time. While if 
the program was divided into 3 or 4 programs with the one requiring the longest execution time designed 
to require the least number of tests this could save a lot of testing time. 

 
Many computational biology projects are designed specifically to serve a certain scientific purpose 

and are not designed to be reusable. On the contrary, we designed our code to be reusable by employing 
certain factors that help us to do so. One additional benefit that this approach provides is the ability to 
insert new parts into the project without having to repeat all the tests for the whole project.  

 
The addition to the pipeline of programs could be addressed in two ways. The first one occurs when 

the added functionality is not significantly large, in that case, the additional functionality is addressed 
to one of the programs in the pipeline. In that case, the test cases will be built around that specific 
program [17-22, 26 - 28]. The second one occurs when the size of the added functionality is significantly 
large in that case, we design another program using the same factors and insert it within the pipeline 
[23].  
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When dividing the project into smaller subprograms this makes it easier to predict the output for a 
certain test oracle. This could represent some sort of solution to the oracle problem. In addition, it 
contributes to finding a solution to the boundaries problem since we have many test cases and it is hard 
to satisfy all those cases. Designing testing boundaries for such a program that will cover all the cases 
will be much easier when we are working with smaller, less complex, programs that are interconnected 
together through their input-output relationship. 

 
Our approach also solves the coverage test problem, since the division of the programs facilitates 

fewer tests to cover that specific program. This ensures that not a single program has been left without 
tests to ensure coverage of all the basic functionality. In addition, it is more thorough since for the 
pipeline to execute correctly it requires taking the right output from one program before inputting it into 
the next one. Any error in one output will result in breaking the chain of the pipeline which serves as 
an additional testing mechanism for the correctness of the process. 

 
Fault tolerance is a major issue in computational biology because many programs crash just due to 

a small insignificant change in the input which should be usually handled by the system. A typical 
example can be seen when trying to run some analysis using one of those programs or websites. The 
program might require several inputs in the form of string sequences and certain numbers that represent 
certain thresholds and filtering stringency mechanisms. 

 
The system should be able to detect an error when the data is entered on the spot and not wait until 

the end allowing the user to continue to enter all the data into the website then failing to generate an 
output and, in some cases, failing to specify the cause of the error. Such a problem could be handled by 
applying certain requirements throughout the design and test phases of software engineering. For 
instance, making sure that the program is designed with the reusability factors so that it can be used by 
other people utilizing different input types [18]. In addition to including test and quality assurance 
approaches such as end-user testing, acceptance testing, and refactoring. 

 
One would argue why Test-driven development was not used in our approach. We found that 

designing such tests is not suitable to verify the correctness of our implementation. The reason for that 
lies in the fact that no specific or expected pattern can be used to judge the output because extracting 
sequences that represent DNA, RNA, or a certain protein does not follow a specific pattern. 

 
Test-driven development (TDD) requires programmers to write tests before they write the code 

which means that the expected output should be known by the programmer in advance before writing 
the test. The programmer knows that the output is a sequence of characters, but those characters are 
random and even though the programmer might know what the sequence would look like, they can only 
do so only when the sequence is compared to the original sequence from which it was originally 
extracted. This means that the programmer does not have in advance a mechanism to verify or validate 
the output. 

 
Since we can not specify what our designated output will look like when we choose a random set of 

inputs. Designing a systematic test procedure will not be useful since we are required to choose several 
test cases that are uniquely different in their characteristics from their counterparts to cover the largest 
coverage of tests possible for that program. 
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5 Conclusion 
In this paper, we introduced several approaches and best software engineering practices to 

implement computational biology projects within academic settings. We presented some papers that 
addressed this issue and the methodologies, approaches, and practices that they employed throughout 
the process. We also discussed some of the challenges encountered during the testing phase of those 
projects and the mechanisms used to solve those challenges. In addition, we discussed our own 
experience working with computational biology projects and the innovative approach we used to deal 
with the testing problem faced when employing software engineering practices in computational 
biology projects.  

 
The approach we used divides the project into a small number of interconnected programs where 

the output of one or more programs serves as an input for another program. This approach facilitates 
the testing process of the project by minimizing the number of needed tests to only that specific part 
which saves a lot of testing time. We believe that there is more room for improvement regarding 
updating our approach through the employment of software engineering practices, especially the testing 
and quality assurance activities associated with the integration of such an approach.  
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